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Invantive Cloud is an online and real-time
solution to optimize your business processes.
Not only within a company or application, but
also across common boundaries such as across
cloud applications and companies within your
enterprise.
Insight by Combining Data

You can request, store, combine and exchange business
data. The integrated SQL engine opens over 60 cloud
and on-premise platforms for valuable insights using
for instance Power BI, Excel, Word or Outlook. Graphs,
hard numbers and KPI’s with hard details support your
business.
Also for Complex Processes

Advanced automated and technical solutions such as
EDI are made possible in your programming language
of choice by the availability of all those platforms using
the OData protocol. It doesn’t matter which protocol
your cloud application uses: Invantive Cloud takes care
of conversions along the way, reducing your investments
in handling the multitude of protocols. Additionally, all
on-premise Invantive products come bundled with a
connector for Invantive Cloud.
The integrated procedural option PSQL of Invantive SQL
also offers a standardized and reliable programming
language. PSQL which is capable at high speed
processing of large volumes of data thanks to the deep
integration Invantive SQL.

Central Portal

Invantive Cloud offers a central portal for all your
Invantive solutions, both on-premise as in the cloud. You
can register employees, look up license key, pay invoices
or check out diagnostics.
Invantive Cloud enables you to:
✓✓compose reports and analyses across over 60
platforms using for instance Power BI or Excel,
✓✓exchange business in an automated and reliable
way within and across applications,
✓✓deploy interactive web applications,
✓✓work together with Invantive through the central
portal.

Interactive Web Applications

You can construct web applications on Invantive Cloud
thanks to the easy data exchange with other applications and the powerful Invantive language.

Want to try?
cloud.invantive.com
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